Four decades after its prediction, the axion remains the most compelling solution to the Strong-CP problem and a well-motivated dark matter candidate, inspiring a host of elegant and ultrasensitive experiments based on axion-photon mixing. This report reviews the experimental situation on several fronts. The microwave cavity experiment is making excellent progress in the search for dark matter axions in the microelectronvolt range and may be plausibly extended up to 100 µeV. Within the past several years however, it has been realized that axions are pervasive throughout string theories, but with masses that fall naturally in the nanoelectronvolt range, for which a NMR-based search is under development. Searches for axions emitted from the Sun's burning core, and purely laboratory experiments based on photon regeneration have both made great strides in recent years, with ambitious projects proposed for the coming decade. Each of these campaigns has pushed the state of the art in technology, enabling large gains in sensitivity and mass reach. Furthermore each modality has also been exploited to search for more generalized axion-like particles, that will also be discussed in this report. We are hopeful, even optimistic, that the next review of the subject will concern the discovery of the axion, its properties, and its exploitation as a probe of early universe cosmology and structure formation.
Introduction
Since its prediction in 1978 (1, 2) , there has been a steady crescendo of interest in the axion, and a coordinated global effort to find it is now finally taking shape. Should it ultimately be discovered, it would finally resolve one of the last outstanding questions in the Standard Model of particle physics, namely it would validate the Peccei-Quinn mechanism to protect the strong interaction from CP-violating effects (3, 4) , as evidenced by the absence of a neutron electric dipole moment. Furthermore, it may be discovered as the dark matter halo of our Milky Way galaxy, thus answering the question of what constitutes the predominant form of matter in our Universe. This will be an experimental review, focusing on new concepts and developments since the last such report in this journal (5) and in others (6, 7) . The reader is referred to several excellent theory reviews (8, 9, 10, 11, 12) that are still largely up to date. There is one new development of interest to our present purpose however, namely the realization that any string theory contains several and perhaps a large number of axion-like particles, although they are extremely light, of order neV. This will be discussed briefly in Sec. 3.4, before describing the NMR-based experiment to search that mass region. Nevertheless, some theoretical preliminaries are in order, therefore this review will begin with the basic physics underlying the axion and its phenomenology in Sec. 2. Constraints on the axion's mass and couplings primarily from its cosmological production and astrophysics will be introduced at the beginning of Sec. 3 to prepare for the discussion of the microwave cavity experiment. Axion-photon mixing within a magnetic field in the relativistic limit relevant both to the solar searches and laboratory experiments will be presented at the beginning of Sec. 4, along with axion emission from the Sun's burning core.
While this review primarily concerns the axion solving the strong-CP problem, more generalized axion-like particles (ALPs) accessible to these experiments will also be dealt with. As we are writing from the experimental perspective, after all, one should be open to surprises!
Strong-CP and the Axion
The gauge sector of the Standard Model of electroweak interactions is among the most successful theories in the history of physics, while the flavor sector is still incomplete with known issues and uncertainties, e.g., the neutrino mass spectrum. Perhaps the most mysterious issue is that of the so-called strong CP problem (combined charge conjugation C and parity inversion P symmetry, or equivalently time reversal T symmetry) -why does the quantum chromodynamic (QCD) Lagrangian conserve CP symmetry (or equivalently time reversal T symmetry) apparently perfectly, to within extraordinarily strict experimental limits, when there is no fundamental reason to exclude possible symmetry nonconserving interactions?
As described in (13) , this problem can be understood as follows: The Lagrangian of the electromagnetic field
can comprise other Lorentz scalars, such as (14) FµνFµν ,Fµν = 1 2 µνκλ F κλ .
This scalar violates both P and T invariance, as evident from its three dimensional form:
However this scalar generates no observable effects in electrodynamics because it is a 4-divergence and the fields fall off rapidly toward infinity. The corresponding possible P and T violating term in the QCD Lagrangian is usually written as L θ = − θ (αs/8π)G a µν G a µν (4) and is called the θ term, where αs ∼ 1 is the coupling constant for the gluon field G, and is the QCD analogue of the fine structure constant α = 1/137 in electrodynamics. While the four-divergence of this term can remain zero, implying that dynamics are not directly affected by it, both the chiral anomaly and the self-interaction of the gluon vector potential field configurations, which do not fall off rapidly enough at infinity, can lead to observable effects. Most famously, the θ term provides a contribution to the neutron electric dipole moment (EDM) which is estimated in (15, 16) . First, a chiral rotation ψ → exp (−iγ5θ)ψ of the quark spinor fields ψ transforms the θ term away. Under this rotation, the mass term in the Hamiltonian of the light quarks, u, d, s,
acquires a CP -odd term δHCP = iθ mum d ms mum d + mums + m d ms (ūγ5u +dγ5d +sγ5s).
Because the s quark is much heavier than u and d, the mass factor simplifies to
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The CP -odd πN N vertex generated by this Hamiltonian can be transformed by use of the PCAC technique to
where τ a is the isotopic spin operator and fπ = 130 MeV is the pion decay constant. The nucleon matrix element p |ūd | n is related through SU(3) symmetry to the mass splitting in the baryon octet:
where p and n are the Dirac spinors of the proton and neutron; MΞ and MΣ are the masses of the Ξ and Σ hyperons, respectively. The full πN N interaction can be now be described by an effective Hamiltonian
where the CP -odd constant is
The CP -even πN N constant in the effective Hamiltonian is known,
In (16), a crucial observation is made. In the chiral limit mπ → 0 the neutron EDM can be expressed exactly viaḡπNN and gπNN . In this limit, there are only two diagrams that are singular in the pion mass and thus contribute to the EDM. In these diagrams, a πN N vertex is the strong pseudoscalar coupling, with the coupling constant gπNN √ 2, and the second is a CP -odd scalar, with the coupling constantḡπNN √ 2. The contribution of these diagrams to the neutron EDM is
The choice of the ρ meson mass mρ = 770 MeV as the typical hadronic scale at which the logarithmic integral is cut off is somewhat arbitrary. The chiral parameter, the logarithm in Eq. (13), is not large for any reasonable cut-off and is only 1.7 when mρ is used. Due to the absence of other terms logarithmic in mπ, a coincidental mutual cancellation between this contribution and possible others appears as unlikely. Therefore Eq. (13) can be considered a conservative estimate of the neutron EDM. Combining this estimate with the most sensitive experimental result given in Ref. (17) , dn < 2.9 × 10 −26 e·cm, sets a very strict upper limit for the CP -odd QCD parameter
This is the strong CP problem: There is no natural explanation for the extreme smallness of the parameter θ and is considered to be a fine-tuning problem. Indeed, it appears as particularly unnatural when one considers that θ is renormalized by other CP -odd interactions (e.g., known CP violation in K meson decay), and in general its renormalization can be infinite. It has been shown that, in the Standard Model, the induced contributions to θ almost certainly diverge logarithmically starting at 14 th (!) order in the electroweak coupling constant (18, 19) . Therefore, as a technicality, θ cannot be calculated. One solution to this problem, which is quite obvious from Eq. (6), is to assume that one of the quark masses is zero or very small (lighter than a neutrino). This assumption apparently contradicts experimental data, although that is not entirely certain.
A solution to the strong CP problem that has wide interest, particularly in the context of this Review, is to leave the θ term as it is, but to somehow make it irrelevant. This is achieved by introducing an extra global symmetry into the theory (3, 4), i.e., by considering θ as a field, not a fixed parameter. Such a symmetry leads in turn to the prediction of a new light pseudoscalar particle, the axion (1, 2). In a restricted sense, the axion plays a role similar to the Higgs boson; the CP violating interaction cannot be calculated in the context of the Standard Model and in fact diverges without the axion, while electroweak interactions beyond first order diverge without the (now discovered!) Higgs boson. Of course it would be incorrect to say that the axion is as well motivated as the Higgs boson, however the parallelism should be noted.
The mass of the axion is unknown, but is bound from both above and from below by experiments and observations. Essentially all of the physics of the axion depends on a large unknown energy scale fa, at which Peccei-Quinn symmetry is broken; in the low-energy limit of their theory, the non-perturbative vacuum structure of QCD drives the parameter of the CP-violating term, to the CP-conserving minimum, with the axion resulting from the remnant oscillations of the axion field about this minimum. The mass of the axion is given by (9, 10, 11):
In its original form, the PQ symmetry-breaking scale was posited (for no compelling reason) to be of order the electroweak scale, fEW, implying very heavy axions (∼ 100 keV) which were quickly ruled out by accelerator-and reactor-based experiments. More general models were then constructed of much higher values of fa and much smaller ma. Generically, all the couplings of the axion to radiation and matter are also inversely proportional to fa. The axion-photon coupling is of special interest here, as virtually all of the most sensitive search strategies are based on the coherent mixing of axions and photons in a strong magnetic field. Being a pseudoscalar (J π = 0 − ), the axion has a two-photon coupling whose strength is given by:
where gγ is a dimensionless model-dependent parameter of order unity; gγ = −0.97 in the KSVZ model (20, 21) , and gγ = 0.36 in the DFSZ model (22, 23) . These values are representative within broad classes of hadronic and GUT-inspired axions, underlining an important feature of the theory that the dimensionless axion-photon coupling gγ is highly insensitive to the specific axion model. This observation extends even to axions ubiquitous within string theory, and which are perhaps even intrinsic to their structure (24) 1 .
1 This paper erroneously implies g STRING
however the author subsequently clarified that gγ within string models should be exactly equal to that of the most generic model, DFSZ, and represents a strict lower limit to the coupling. E. Witten, private communication (2007) 2.1. Axion-like particles and other WISPs
As explained above there is a strong physics case for the axion, but it may be just a first representative of a new particle family of so called Weakly Interacting Slim Particles (WISPs). Such WISPs are motivated for example by string-theory inspired extensions of the Standard Model, which predict, among others, the existence of axion-like particles (ALPs) and hidden photons (HPs) (25) . While entirely unrelated to the Strong-CP problem, ALPs and HPs may also be viable dark matter candidates (26, 27) . ALPs are of special interest, because there are a number of different astrophysics phenomena like the transparency of the universe to TeV photons (28, 29) and evolution of stars (30, 31) , which might point to the existence of very light ALPs with a coupling strength detectable at the next generation of helioscopes and purely laboratory experiments. It should be stressed that the ongoing discussion on the validity of Naturalness (questioning arguments for the existence of new particles based on fine tuning issues) triggered by the results of the first run of LHC (see (32, 33) for example) does not influence the hints for WISPs as sketched here. Thus the parameter space for very light and very feebly interacting particles is opening up next to the axion region and experiments are encouraged to widen their field of view accordingly.
Searches for Dark Matter Axions

Axionic dark matter
A sufficiently light axion represents an excellent dark-matter candidate (34) , as its density relative to the critical density of the universe is given by Ωa ≈ 6 µeV ma
An axion of ma ≈ 20 µeV (within a factor of ∼ 2) would thus account for the entire dark matter density of the universe, Ωm ≈ 0.23. Without tuning of the initial misalignment angle much lighter axions would overclose the universe, and therefore ma ≈ 1 µeV may be taken as a strong lower limit on the axion mass, ma. There has been a lingering controversy about the relative contribution between axion production from the vacuum realignment mechanism and radiation from topological defects (axion strings, domain walls). A definitive resolution is unlikely soon, but the current general consensus is that the sum of all contributions to Ωa could push the axion mass corresponding to ΩDM two orders of magnitude higher. As we are presently interested only in establishing conservative ranges for experiments searches should plan on reaching the µeV scale. Cosmology also provides an upper bound on the axion mass by the production of thermal axions, the hot dark matter limit of about 1 eV, but this does not concern us here. Stellar evolution also places strict limits on axions (35) . Axions of mass exceeding ∼ 16 meV would have quenched the neutrino pulse observed from SN1987a, thus bounding the axion mass from above. The best indirect stellar bound on the axion-photon coupling comes from Galactic Globular Clusters, gaγγ < 0.66 × 10 −10 GeV −1 , recently surpassing the best direct stellar bound, the CAST search for solar axions, gaγγ ≈ 0.88×10 −10 GeV −1 discussed in Sec. 4. For Peccei-Quinn axions, such couplings correspond to masses far in excess of the open mass region, i.e. 10 −6 eV < ma < 10 −2 eV, and thus are not germane to the dark matter problem. There has been a modest literature in recent years suggesting that the luminosity function of white dwarfs (degenerate stars undergoing gravothermal cooling) may require an additional cooling mechanism that could be accounted for by axions in the ∼ 10 meV range (36, 37, 38) . The evidence is far from compelling, not to mention that such masses are beginning to encroach in the region disfavored by SN1987a. The range 10 −(6−2) eV is traditionally been regarded as the open mass window for axions; see Figure 1 (39) . However, as previously mentioned, string theories are replete with axions or axion-like particles, upwards of a hundred within any particular realization, but such theories naturally favor fa ≈ 10 (15−16) GeV, corresponding to neV-scale masses.
It is impossible to say which, if any of these solve the Strong-CP problem, and which, if any would be cosmologically significant. String theory axions and possible limits from isocurvature fluctuations will be reviewed briefly in Sec. 3.4 as a preamble to the discussion of the NMR-based experiment, CASPEr.
Cavity microwave experiment
Problematically such light axions would be so weakly coupled as to be undetectable in conventional experiments. In 1983, Pierre Sikivie resolved this conundrum by showing that axions constituting the Milky Way halo could resonantly convert into a monochromatic microwave signal in a high-Q microwave cavity permeated by a strong magnetic field (40, 41) , with the conversion power given by
The physics parameters, beyond the control of the experimentalist, are the axion-photon coupling constant gaγγ, the axion mass ma, and the local density of axions in the halo, ρa. Schematic of the microwave cavity search for dark matter axions. Axions resonantly convert to a quasi-monochromatic microwave signal in a high-Q cavity in a strong magnetic field; the signal is extracted from the cavity by an antenna, amplified, mixed down to the audio range, and the power spectrum calculated by a FFT. Possible fine structure on top of the thermalized axion spectrum would reveal important information about the formation of our galaxy.
Within experimental control are the magnetic field strength B0, and the volume of the cavity V , as well as the mode-dependent form-factor C, and loaded quality factor of the cavity QL, i.e. the quality factor with power coupled out to the receiver. η is the fraction of power coupled out by the antenna probe, generally adjusted to be at or near critical coupling, η = 1/2. The resonant conversion condition is that the frequency of the cavity must equal the mass of the axion, hν = mac 2 1 + 
where S/N is the signal to noise ratio, and the total system noise temperature TSYS = T +TN is the sum of the physical temperature T and the intrinsic amplifier noise temperature TN , with k the Boltzmann constant. The integration time is t, and the bandwidth of the axion signal is ∆ν, where it is assumed that the resolution of the spectral receiver is much better than the width of the axion signal.
One especially important feature about the microwave cavity search for axions that strongly differentiates it from WIMP searches, is that it is a total energy detector, i.e. the signal represents the instantaneous (mass + kinetic) energy of the axion. While the majority of the signal strength will almost certainly be found in a broad quasi-Maxwellian distribution of width ∆ν ν ∼ 10 −6 , there has been a great deal of speculation and research over the past two decades about the phase space structure of the axion signal, caustics, fine structure due to late infall axions, etc. (43) . A high resolution channel has been implemented on ADMX based on a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of an entire subspectrum, the basic unit of data collection, which can resolve structure down to the transform limit, e.g.
∆ν ν ∼ 10 −11 for a 100-second run at 1 GHz. Due to the motion of the laboratory through the dark-matter halo (vROT ∼ 0.4 km/sec, vORB ∼ 30 km/sec), any fine structure would exhibit both diurnal and sidereal modulations in frequency. A little reflection makes it clear that should such fine structure be found, fitting the amplitude and phase of the diurnal and sidereal oscillation in frequency would uniquely determine each vector flow to high precision, truly opening the field of dark matter astronomy (44) . While N-body simulations strongly support a hierarchical and chaotic picture of structure formation, these simulations themselves exhibit significant mesoscale substructure in phase space, which could be studied.
ADMX and ADMX-HF
3.3.1. Early experiments. Two pilot efforts in the 1-4 GHz range, at BNL (45, 46) and the University of Florida (47), were mounted soon after publication of the experimental concept. These employed cavities of a few liters volume, and the best conventional amplifiers at that time, e.g. Heterojunction Field Effect Transistor (HFET) amplifiers. With noise temperatures only in the TN ∼ 3-20 K range, they did not have the sensitivity to reach Peccei-Quinn axions ( Figure 3 ). Nevertheless, these two experiments developed much of the design philosophy and know-how about microwave cavities that the current experiments still build on today. The CARRACK experiment in Kyoto marked another significant development in the history of the microwave cavity experiment. The goal of CARRACK was to achieve a dramatic reduction in the system noise temperature, both by reducing the physical temperature of the experiment down to ∼ 15 mK with a 3 He-4 He dilution refrigerator, and by utilizing a Rydberg-atom single-quantum detector in lieu of a standard linear amplifier to eliminate the amplifier noise contribution. Linear amplifiers are ultimately subject to an irreducible noise contribution, the Standard Quantum Limit, kTSQL = hν. The Rydberg-atom singlequantum detector can effectively be thought of as a tunable "RF photomultiplier tube", for which the photon interacts as a particle rather than a wave, thus circumventing the SQL. Tada et al. were able to measure the the blackbody photon spectrum of the cavity at 2.527 GHz as a function of temperature all the way down to T = 67 mK, nearly a factor of two below the Standard Quantum Limit of TSQL ∼ 120 mK (48) . From the technical perspective, CARRACK was successful, but ultimately proved too complex to be feasible as a production experiment.
Axion Dark Matter eXperiment (ADMX).
Drawing on the experience from the Rochester-Brookhaven-Fermilab (RBF) and the University of Florida (UF) searches, the ADMX collaboration designed an experiment with the goal to reach KSVZ axions saturating our galactic halo, whose local density would be ρa ∼ 0.45 GeV/cm 3 . This goal would be achieved both by a scale-up of the cavity volume by two orders of magnitude, and profiting from the steady improvement in the noise temperature of commercial HFET amplifiers. The NbTi superconducting magnet has an inner bore 60 cm × 110 cm, and sustains a www.annualreviews.org • Experimental Axion Searches maximum central field of 8 T. The microwave cavities are made by electrodepositing highpurity copper on a stainless steel body, followed by annealing (Figure 4 ), leading to cavity quality factors of Q ∼ 10 5 ; the experiment is tuned in small overlapping steps of the cavity bandpass. To date, the experiment has been cooled to superfluid helium temperatures, T ∼ 1.5 K.
For the first operational phase of ADMX (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) , HFET amplifiers made by NRAO were used, ultimately reaching a noise temperature TN ∼1.5 K, with the system noise temperature thus being TSY S ∼ 3 K. For the second operational phase (2007-09), Microstripcoupled SQUID Amplifiers (MSA) developed specifically for ADMX were employed, whose noise temperature was demonstrated on the bench to be TN < 1.5 TSQL at frequencies up to a GHz, when cooled to 30 mK (49, 50, 51) . However, the noise of these MSAs exhibits a strong temperature dependence, and at pumped helium temperatures, are not better than transistor-based amplifiers; see Figure 4 . Nevertheless, demonstrating that dc SQUID amplifiers could be made to work successfully in situ represented a great advance for the experiment, and a dilution refrigerator will be incorporated into the experiment in 2015, enabling the experiment to achieve TSY S < 200 mK, sensitive to DFSZ axions even with less than saturation density.
To date, ADMX has covered 460 -890 MHz in frequency (1.9 -3.65 µeV) or slightly less than an octave in mass range (52, 53) ; Figure 3 . This underscores the importance both of concurrent R&D on new cavity and amplifier concepts for frequencies much greater than a GHz, as well as greatly increasing the scanning rate of the experiment.
ADMX-HF (High Frequency).
A second smaller ADMX platform has been constructed and commissioned at Yale, precisely to develop technologies and techniques applicable to the next higher decade in mass (54) . The NbTi solenoidal magnet (9.4 T, 60 cm × 110 cm) was designed for exceptionally high field uniformity (Br < 50 G) for the purposes of testing thin-film superconducting cavities, although initially the cavity is elec- trodeposited copper ( Figure 5 ). ADMX-HF incorporated a dilution refrigerator from the outset, resulting in a base temperature of the experiment T ∼ 25 mK. Josephson Parametric Amplfiers (JPA) are well suited to the initial 5 GHz range of the experiment, where they possess high gain (20-30 dB) , are tunable over an octave and can operate with a system noise temperature TN ∼ TSQL (55, 56); this noise was achieved within a factor of two in its first commissioning run. In its initial configuration, the experiment is projected to reach a sensitivity in axion-photon coupling ∼ 2 × KSVZ. Two promising lines of R&D are currently being pursued with high priority. The first is the prospect of incorporating Type-II superconducting thin films on all cylindrical surfaces of the microwave cavity to boost the Q by an order of magnitude, to which the axionphoton conversion power and thereby scanning rate are directly proportional. Xi et al. have recently demonstrated that very thin films of NbxTi1−xN are perfectly microwave reflecting to frequencies > 100 GHz, immersed a magnetic field parallel to its surface up to B || = 10 T (57). Encouraged by this report, a program has been initiated of making and characterizing thin (10-200 nm) NbTiN films by RF plasma deposition. Satisfactory films on planar samples were readily achieved that are non-critical in exact composition ( Figure 5 ). RF tests of small prototype cavities will be conducted next, and finally testing them in a magnetic field. Successful implementation in ADMX-HF will require minimizing lossy flux vortices penetrating the superconducting surfaces; this requires the film be both extremely thin, and parallel to the magnetic field. To this end, the magnet was designed to meet strict specifications on field uniformity to minimize radial components. The other major R&D effort will be the incorporation of a receiver based on squeezedvacuum states to evade the quantum limit in noise, employed so far only by the laser interferometric gravity wave community, i.e. LIGO and GEO. The JILA group in ADMX-HF have used one JPA to measure the squeezed noise generated by a second JPA (58) achieving an equivalent noise temperature TN = hν/4. Indeed, this experiment can be regarded as a proof-of-principle demonstration of a quantum-noise evading axion search. Not only was it possible to measure noise in one quadrature below the standard quantum limit, but also to demonstrate that quadrature had fluctuations below vacuum because it had been squeezed. The system noise could conceivably be reduced to 1/10 of the quantum limit. Together with the gain associated with the superconducting thin-film cavity, this small-volume experiment could ultimately reach DFSZ sensitivity.
Examining quantum noise in the cavity and amplifier more rigorously, Lamoreaux et al. have concluded that at higher frequencies, and thus higher axion masses, single-photon detectors become competitive and ultimately favored, when compared to quantum-limited linear amplifiers, as the detector technology in the microwave cavity experiment (59) , and that the cross-over point in this comparison is not far above the frequencies of the current ADMX-HF search range, of order 10 GHz. The microwave cavity experiment can profitably leverage advances in superconducting qubit readout schemes (60, 61, 62) 
−(6−9) eV mass range will be discussed separately in Sec. 3.4.
However other promising innovations warrant brief mention here. Rybka et al. have described an experiment designed on an open microwave resonator structure appropriate for axions in the 100 -1000 µeV decade, where the wavelength of the microwave photon after conversion ranges from λ = 10 -1 mm (63) . As the conversion probability maximizes strongly when the applied magnetic field B(r) follows the electric field of the photon mode E(r), a wiggler-like magnetic field is required with a continuously tunable periodicity to sweep out the range of masses. Rybka et al. effect this with a series of wire planes in the open resonator of alternating sign in current; ultimately these planes will consist of superconducting wires or stripes patterned on a thin substrate. A first prototype was able to exclude axions as the dark matter between 68.2 and 76.5 µeV, with couplings gaγγ > 4 × 10 −7 GeV −1 , not far removed from existing limits from laserbased limits, remarkably with a magnetic field of |B| < 10 gauss. Ultimately sensitivity to couplings of 10 −15 GeV −1 should be achievable, below DFSZ axions for that mass range.
Sikivie et al. have focused on the other challenge of the microwave cavity experiment, namely extending the search downward in mass (64) , where much below 10 −6 eV (∼ 250
MHz) the cavity and the magnet which encloses it become unfeasibly large. What they propose to circumvent this limitation is replacing the cavity with a lumped-parameter LC circuit external to the magnetic field, excited by a pickup loop inside the magnet threaded by the transverse B-field of the mode. Optimistically, the authors represent that with a magnet such as that of the the current ADMX, this technique would be maximally sensitive around 10 −7 eV, probing the band of Peccei-Quinn axion models. If the concept can be fully developed and implemented, such a lumped-parameter LC circuit search for dark matter axions could bridge a key gap between where the cavity-based experiment and the NMR-based experiment may have difficulty in overlapping.
Other new and imaginative concepts have been put forward recently. These include instrumenting magnets of extreme aspect ratio, e.g. high energy dipoles, with microwave cavities (65) as well as a proposal for a dish-geometry resonator that would be both directional and broadband in frequency (66) . Such a dish antenna in fact has already been implemented for a Hidden Photon dark matter search.
Detection with NMR: CASPEr
The Cosmic Axion Spin Precession Experiment (CASPEr) proposal aims to open a new direction in the experimental search for axion dark matter. CASPEr will detect the spin precession caused by axion dark matter using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques (67, 68) . This novel approach complements existing efforts: ADMX is sensitive to the higher axion frequencies, whereas CASPEr will cover the lower frequencies where the axion arises from energies fa ∼ 10 15 GeV − 10 19 GeV 2 . This range is very challenging for any other technique to reach, though some astrophysical techniques may be able to probe it (71, 72, 73) . A detection in such an experiment would not only represent the discovery of dark matter but would also provide insights into the high-energy scales from which such an axion would arise, near fundamental scales such as the grand unification, Planck, or string scales. Almost all axion experiments search for the coupling of the axion to photons. CASPEr searches for two different couplings of the axion and thus naturally divides into two experiments: CASPEr-Wind and CASPEr-Electric. The Wind experiment searches for the 'axion wind' effect, the direct coupling of the axion to the spin of the nucleus (68) . This is the pseudoscalar coupling
which physically causes a precession of a nucleon spin around the spatial gradient of the local axion dark matter field (68) . CASPEr-Electric searches for the time-varying nucleon electric dipole moment (EDM) caused by the axion (67), which can be written as the coupling of the axion to nucleons
where F is the field strength of electromagnetism. This coupling arises from the fundamental defining coupling of the QCD axion to gluons ∝ a fa GG (74). Both of these effects are timevarying because the background axion dark matter field a oscillates at a frequency equal to its mass. The CASPEr idea could also be used to search for the coupling of the axion to electron spin but that does not appear sensitive enough to get beyond current limits in that parameter space (68) . There has been a long history and significant recent interest in looking at such effects on nucleons and electrons (75, 76, 77) .
The main idea behind CASPEr is to use the time-varying nature of the effect (either EDM or wind) to cause precession of nuclear spins in a sample of material. The Larmor frequency of the nuclear spins is scanned by ramping the magnetic field and at the frequency corresponding to the mass of the axion an NMR signal is observed in the usual way using a precise magnetometer as in Figure 6 . There are many choices of possible sample material which are beginning to be tested experimentally and explored theoretically (78, 79) to find the optimum.
The Wind experiment is technically simpler since it does not require an applied electric field and hence can be done using LXe as the sample for which the required NMR techniques have already been perfected. It can cover large parts of general axion (or axion-like particle) parameter space, many orders of magnitude beyond current constraints as in Figure 7 . It also provides a stepping stone towards the CASPEr-Electric experiment, as within the Wind experiment, many of the key technologies needed for the Electric experiment will be developed. CASPEr-Electric requires a more complicated material such as a ferroelectric or polar crystal with a large internal electric field, but it has a better ultimate sensitivity, allowing it to reach all the way to the QCD axion over several orders of magnitude in frequency space that are unreachable by other techniques as in Figure 8 3 . CASPEr setup. The applied magnetic field Bext is colinear with the sample magnetization, M . In CASPEr-Wind the nuclear spins precess around the local velocity of the dark matter, v, while in CASPEr-Electric the nuclear EDM causes the spins to precess around an effective electric field in the crystal E * , perpendicular to Bext. The SQUID pickup loop is arranged to measure the transverse magnetization of the sample.
SQUID pickup loop
The CASPEr-Wind experiment is in fact a search for any light particle that couples to nuclear spin (a generic coupling), not just the axion. For example, any pseudo-Goldstone boson is expected to possess a coupling that would be detectable in the CASPEr-Wind experiment. It can also detect other types of dark matter, for example hidden photon dark matter (87, 26 ) is detectable through a nuclear dipole moment coupling.
Existing experiments may already be able to set limits on axion-like particles. Data from experiments searching for nuclear EDMs or looking at nucleon spin precession in a low background environment may be reanalyzed to search for a time-varying signal, a sign of the axion. While not ultimately as sensitive as CASPEr where the signal is resonantly enhanced, such searches may be able to probe beyond the current astrophysical limits in Figures 7 and 8 .
CASPEr is a novel and highly sensitive search for a broad class of dark matter candidates in two new parameter spaces, the 'axion wind' and nuclear EDM, of which the QCD axion is the most well-known example. In particular, CASPEr has the sensitivity to detect the QCD axion over a wide range of masses from ∼ 10 −9 eV to 10 −12 eV which are well-motivated by fundamental physics (24) and where no other experiment can detect it. Construction is just beginning on the CASPEr experiment. Work on CASPEr is currently being carried out in several places including Stanford, Berkeley, and Mainz. 70) , and is also well-motivated theoretically (24) . 3 Note that the Wind coupling leads to a spin-dependent force which could be probed using NMR techniques as well e.g. (80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86) . Sensitivity of the CASPEr-Wind proposal. ALP parameter space in pseudoscalar coupling of axion to nucleons Eqn. 20 vs mass of ALP. The purple line is the region in which the QCD axion may lie. The width of the purple band gives an approximation to the axion model-dependence in this coupling. The darker purple portion of the line shows the region in which the QCD axion could be all of the dark matter and have fa < M pl as in Figure 8 . The green region is excluded by SN1987A from (35) . The blue region is excluded by searches for new spin dependent forces between nuclei. The red line is the projected sensitivity of an NMR style experiment using Xe, the blue line is the sensitivity using 3 He. The dashed lines show the limit from magnetization noise for each sample. The ADMX region shows the part of QCD axion parameter space which has been covered (darker blue) (52) or will be covered in the near future (lighter blue) by ADMX. For full details see (68).
Searches for Solar Axions
Solar Axions
Axions can be produced in the solar interior by the Primakoff conversion of plasma photons into axions in the Coulomb field of charged particles via the generic aγγ vertex (88), giving rise to a solar axion flux at the Earth surface (89) (22) that is plotted in Fig. 9 . This is a robust prediction involving well-known solar physics and 21 ) vs. the ALP mass. The blue region is excluded by existing, static nuclear EDM searches (68) . The solid red and orange regions show projected sensitivity estimates for CASPEr-Electric phase 1 and 2 proposals, set by magnetometer noise. The red dashed line shows the limit from magnetization noise of the sample for phase 2. Other regions are as in Figure 7 . For full details see (67, 68) .
the generic aγγ vertex (and thus also valid for more generic ALPs). For particular nonhadronic axion models having a tree-level coupling with electrons gaee, other productions channels like axion recombination, bremsstrahlung or Compton (i.e. ABC reactions (90)) should be taken into account. As shown in Fig. 9 , if present, this additional solar axion flux could be a factor ∼ 10 2 larger that the standard Primakoff one, while having lower energies, peaking at ∼1 keV. However, astrophysical limits on gaee are quite restrictive and largely disfavour the values that could be reached by helioscopes looking at the non-hadronic solar axion flux. In the future IAXO (see Section 4.4) may have sensitivity to ABC solar axions for non-excluded values of gaee. Finally, axion emission in solar nuclear transitions, by virtue of axion-nucleon interactions has also been considered in the literature. By means of the aγγ vertex, solar axions can be efficiently converted back into photons in the presence of an electromagnetic field. In crystalline detectors (91, 92, 93) , this effect gives rise to characteristic Bragg patterns that have been searched for as by-products of a number of underground WIMP experiments (94, 95, 96, 97, 98) . However, the prospects of this technique have proven limited (99, 100) and do not compete with dedicated helioscope experiments that use a powerful magnet to effect the conversion. Solar axion detection by means of the axioelectric effect in the detector (101, 102, 103, 104, 105) or, for monochro-matic axions emitted in solar nuclear transitions, the resonant absorption by the same nuclide at the detector (106, 107, 108, 109) , have also been considered. While interesting for some specific WISP models, all these techniques remain far from the sensitivity required to probe QCD axion models and/or parameter space not excluded by astrophysics. So far only axion helioscopes have reached relevant QCD axion parameter space.
Axion helioscopes
The probability that an axion going through the transverse magnetic field B over a length L will convert to a photon is given by (40, 110, 89) :
where the form factor F accounts for the coherence of the conversion process:
and q is the momentum transfer. The fact that the axion is not massless implies that the axion and photon states will gradually slip out of phase with distance. The coherence Solar axion flux due to the standard Primakoff conversion (in black) for gaγγ = 10 −12 GeV −1 , as well as from ABC reactions (in red) with gaee = 10 −13 . The Primakoff spectrum has been scaled up by a factor 50 to make both contributions comparable in the plot.
is preserved (F 1) as long as qL 1, which for solar axion energies and a magnet length of ∼10 m happens for axion masses up to ∼ 10 −2 eV, while for higher masses F begins to decrease, and so does the sensitivity of the experiment. To mitigate the loss of coherence, a buffer gas can be introduced into the magnet beam pipes (111, 112) to impart an effective mass to the photons mγ = ωp (where ωp is the plasma frequency of the gas, ω 2 p = 4παne/me). For axion masses that match the photon mass, q = 0 and full coherence is restored. By changing the pressure of the gas inside the pipe in a controlled manner, the photon mass can be systematically increased and the sensitivity of the experiment can be extended to higher axion masses.
( The basic layout of an axion helioscope thus requires a powerful magnet coupled to one or more x-ray detectors. When the magnet is aligned with the Sun, an excess of x-rays at the exit of the magnet is expected, over the background measured at non-alignment periods. This detection concept was first experimentally realized at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in 1992. A stationary dipole magnet with a field of B = 2.2 T and a length of L = 1.8 m was oriented towards the setting Sun (113) . The experiment derived an upper limit on gaγγ (99% CL) < 3.6 × 10 −9 GeV −1 for ma < 0.03 eV. At the University of Tokyo, a second-generation experiment was built: the SUMICO axion heliscope. Not only did this experiment implement dynamic tracking of the Sun but it also used a more powerful magnet (B = 4 T, L = 2.3 m) than its BNL predecessor. The bore, located between the two coils of the magnet, was evacuated and higher-performance detectors were installed (114, 115, 116) . This new setup resulted in an improved upper limit in the mass range up to 0.03 eV of gaγγ(95% CL) < 6.0 × 10 −10 GeV −1 . Later experimental improvements included the additional use of a buffer gas to enhance sensitivity to higher-mass axions.
CAST
A third-generation experiment, the CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST), began data collection in 2003 and is still in operation. The experiment uses a Large Hadron Collider (LHC) dipole prototype magnet with a magnetic field of up to 9 T over a length of 9.3 m (117). CAST is able to follow the Sun for several hours per day using an elevation and azimuth drive. This CERN experiment is the first helioscope to employ x-ray focusing optics for one of its four detector lines (118) , as well as low background techniques from detectors in underground laboratories (119, 120, 121) . During its observational program from 2003 to 2011, CAST operated first with its magnet bores under vacuum (2003) (2004) to probe masses ma < 0.02 eV. No significant signal above background was observed. Thus, an upper limit on the axion-to-photon coupling of gaγγ (95% CL) < 8.8 × 10
GeV −1 was obtained (110, 89) . The experiment was then upgraded to be operated with and the search of more exotic ALP or WISP models, like chameleon particles also potentially emitted in the sun (127, 128) . As part of the R&D to assess the technologies for the next generation axion helioscope IAXO, new lower background Micromegas detectors are actively being developed (120, 121) , and a new x-ray telescope coupled with one such detector being built and installed in CAST in 2014. This improved equipment is currently allowing CAST to revisit the 4 He (in 2012) and vacuum (in 2013-15) configurations with an incremental improvement in sensitivity. So far each subsequent generation of axion helioscopes has resulted in an improvement in sensitivity to the axion-photon coupling constant of about a factor 6 over its predecessors. CAST has been the first axion helioscope to surpass the stringent limits from astrophysics gaγγ 10 −10 GeV −1 over a large mass range and to probe allowed ALP parameter space.
As shown in Fig. 10 , in the region of higher axion masses (ma 0.1 eV), the experiment has entered the band of QCD axion models for the first time and excluded KSVZ axions of specific mass values. CAST is the largest collaboration in axion physics with ∼ 70 physicists from about 16 different institutions in Europe and the USA. The scalability of the helioscope technique has been recently proven (129) and a substantial step beyond CAST state-of-theart is achievable by the proposed International Axion Observatory (IAXO). 
IAXO
Going substantially beyond CAST sensitivity is possible only by going to a new magnet, designed and built maximizing the helioscope magnet's figure
proportional to the photon signal from converted axions, where B, L and A are the magnet's field strength, length and cross sectional area, respectively (129) . However, for this figure of merit to directly translate into signal-to-noise ratio of the overall experiment for a large aperture magnet, the entire cross sectional area of the magnet must be equipped with x-ray focusing optics. The layout of this enhanced axion helioscope, sketched in Figure 11 , was proposed (129) as the basis for IAXO. The project is at the point of conceptual design, recently finished (130) , and it is now moving into the realization of the technical design report, including some prototyping activities. A recent Letter of Intent (131) to CERN was positively reviewed.
To produce an intense magnetic field over a large volume, and maximize the figure of merit within realistic limits of the different technologies in play, motivates moving to a 25 m long and 5.2 m diameter toroid assembled from 8 coils, producing 2.5 tesla in 8 bores of 600 mm diameter (132) . The magnet is supported by a tracking system similar to that of large telescopes. Figure 11 shows the conceptual design of the infrastructure (130) . Each of the bores will be equipped with x-ray optics similar to those used on NASA's NuS-TAR (133) , an x-ray astrophysics satellite with two focusing telescopes that operate in the 3 -79 keV band, consisting of thousands of thermally-formed glass substrates deposited with multilayer coatings. For IAXO, the multilayer coatings will be designed to match the solar axion spectrum (134) . At the focal plane in each of the optics, IAXO will have small gaseous chambers read by pixelated planes of Micromegas, surrounded by active and passive shielding. These detectors are being developed (135, 136, 137, 138) for rare event searches and they show promise to reach background levels below ∼10 −7 counts keV
IAXO (120, 121) . These levels are achieved by the use of radiopure detector components, shielding, and offline discrimination-algorithms on the 3D event topology in the gas registered by the pixelised readout. IAXO will have 5 orders of magnitude better signal-to-noise ratio than CAST, which means a sensitivity to gaγγ values as low as, or even surpassing, gaγγ ∼ 5 × 10
for a wide range of axion masses up to about 0.01 eV after ∼ 3 years of data taking in vacuum, and around gaγγ ∼10 −11 GeV −1 up to about 0.25 eV, after an additional ∼ 3 years with the use of a buffer gas in the conversion bores. IAXO will thus deeply enter into unexplored ALP and axion parameter space, as indicated by Fig. 10 . At the lowest mass values, IAXO will test ALP models invoked to explain the anomalies in light propagation over astronomical distances. At the high mass part, ma > 1 meV, IAXO will explore a broad range of QCD axion models. Its sensitivity would reach axion models with masses down to the few meV range, superseding the SN 1987A energy loss limits on the axion mass and entering parameter space of progressively higher cosmological interest. At the higher part of the range (0.1 -1 eV) axions are good candidates to the hot DM or additional dark radiation that could restore agreement in cosmological parameters. IAXO could also be sensitive to ABC solar axion for non-excluded values of gaee and thus directly test the models invoked to solve the anomalous cooling observed for white dwarfs (139, 140, 38) . Additional equipment beyond the baseline configuration (like InGrid detectors, Transition Edge Sensors or low noise CCDs (131)) would extend the detection energy window, and thus explore other less standard physics cases (e.g. the possibility to directly detect the cosmic axion background predicted by some dark radiation models). Finally, the possibility to equip the huge magnetic volume of IAXO with microwave cavities or antennas sensitive to relic axions is being studied, with promising preliminary projections (141) in mass ranges complementary with previous haloscope searches.
Purely Laboratory Experiments
Recent years have seen burgeoning interest in experiments searching for axions or other light exotica which do not rely on cosmological or astrophysical sources. This section concerns photon regeneration, colloquially referred to as "Light Shining through Walls" (LSW) by which photons mix with axions (or WISPs more generally), the axions (or WISPs) being regenerated into the photon state on the other side of an optical barrier ( Figure 12 ). For axions, production and regeneration require a transverse magnetic field, but magnets may or may not be required for WISPs in general. We do not attempt to cover the sector of short-range spin dependent forces, which would properly require a review of its own. The most sensitive LSW experiments today use or plan to use coherent light to provide the photons before the wall. Such light offers the possibility to enhance sensitivities by implementing Fabry-Perots cavities ( Figure 12 ):
• A cavity in front of the wall enables recycling the light shone against the wall and hence to increase the effective light power by a power-built-up factor FP C .
• A cavity with a power-built-up factor FRC behind the wall increases the reconversion probability. This technique is called "resonant regeneration" 4 .
The influence of the empty cavity behind the wall is similar to the Purcell effect described first in 1946 (144) (see also (145, 146) for related experiments). The implementation of resonating cavities in LSW experiments has been worked out in more detail in (147, 148, 149) . As F factors of several 10 4 in the optical regime and even several 10 5 for microwaves Figure 12 The principle of photon regeneration. Current and future experiments will employ Fabry-Perot cavities both for the production and regeneration regions, and actively locked together, to greatly enhance the experimental sensitivity. The ALPS I experiment has already used such a cavity in the production region (142, 143) .
can be reached, resonators allow for significant improvements of experimental sensitivities.
LSW experiments with microwaves, optical photons and X-rays
Experiments using microwaves usually work in the near-field approximation. One can picture this situation as having a production cavity (PC) emitting a beam of WISPs, where the shape is given by the mode resonating in the cavity. Hence one has to place the detector (regeneration) cavity (RC) somewhere next to the production cavity so that WISPs pass through it. The probability for a photon-WISP-photon oscillation (γ → φ → γ) with an effective photon-WISP coupling Cwisp in such an installation (150, 151) is given by Eq. 24, where the geometrical form factor G describes the overlap of the modes resonating in the PC and RC. The size of such experiments is essentially given by the microwave wavelength.
In a far-field approximation (as realized with optical photons and X-rays) the conversion probability is given by Eq. 25.
Here q = |n · ω − ω 2 − m 2 φ | with the photon energy ω, the WISP mass m φ and the refractive index n, and l the length of the experiment in front of and behind the wall. For hidden photons and axion-like particles, the couplings are given by Eq. 26:
with the dimensionless parameter χ and the two-photon coupling strength gaγγ with the dimension mass −1 . In Eq. 26 it is assumed that the homogeneous magnetic field is oriented perpendicular (parallel) to the E-field of the light wave for interacting with scalar (pseudoscalar) ALPs. The maximal sensitivity is obtained in vacuum with n = 1. Following the equations 25 and 26 one arrives at the approximation in equation 27 for ql 1 and n = 1:
The leading microwave LSW experiment is the CERN Resonant Weakly Interacting sub-eV Particle Search, CROWS (152) . Its has fully exploited the resonant regeneration technique described above and achieved about the same sensitivity as the optical experiments ALPS I at DESY (142) and OSQAR at CERN (153) which had no cavity behind the wall. ALPphoton couplings around gaγγ = 5 · 10 −8 GeV −1 have been probed. While CROWS has searched for ALPs up to its kinematic limit m φ = ω, the optical experiments were limited to roughly m φ < 10 −3 ω due to Eq. 25.
LSW experiments have also been performed with intense X-ray beams available at synchrotron radiation sources (154, 155) . Due to the higher photon energy such experiments can probe WISPs up to eV-masses and beyond, but due to the relative low photon number flux and the present impossibility to implement cavities with high power built-ups, X-ray based experiments do not reach the sensitivity of optical or microwave LSW.
The future of LSW experiments
The most advanced proposal is the ALPS II (156) project being under preparation at DESY (see Figure 13 ). In Table 1 critical parameters of ALPS I, ALPS II and a future experiment JURA (Joint Undertaking on Research for Axion-like particles) are listed. It is evident that ALPS II has the potential to increase the sensitivity for gaγγ by more than three orders of magnitude reaching down to gaγγ = 2 × 10 −11 GeV −1 thus going beyond present-day limits from astrophysics. To realize an experiment as shown in Figures 12 and 13 both cavities must be mode matched and phase locked. At ALPS II continuous wave infrared light (1064 nm) with a power of up to 35 W is provided by a single-mode single-frequency laser system. Through a curved mirror the laser light is injected into the cavity in front of the wall which is locked via the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) sensing scheme (157) . This ALPS II cavity is designed for a power build-up FRC = 5, 000 providing a circulating power of 150 kW and limiting the power density on the mirrors to 500 kW/cm 2 , about an order of magnitude below their damage thresholds. To allow for locking the cavity behind the wall with the PDH method, a fraction of the 1064 nm light is frequency-doubled to 532 nm in a KTP crystal and fed into the cavity targeting for a power build-up of FRC = 40, 000. For future experiments beyond ALPS II one could think of increasing the circulating light power in front of the wall by another order of magnitude (see also (149) ) and to improve on FRC by advanced seismic isolations of the optical components for example.
ALPS II will use a Transition Edge Sensor (TES) (158, 159) based on a thin superconducting Tungsten film (25 µm · 25 µm · 20 nm) as photon detectors. 1064 nm photons appear as fast pulses with a decay time of about 1.5 µs. The intrinsic background is below 10 −4 counts per second, the energy resolution for single infrared photons is better than 10% and the whole system can be operated stably over long time scales (160, 161, 162) . Infrared photon detection sensitivity well below mHz rates should be achievable.
An alternative detection scheme is proposed in (149) . Here the regeneration cavity is controlled by light which frequency is only shifted by a few free spectral ranges compares to the light in the production cavity (not frequency-doubled as for ALPS II). This approach would allow for a heterodyne detection of the reconverted photons behind the wall by mixing their signal (which would occur at the production cavity's light frequency) with the light controlling the regeneration cavity. In principle any detector background noise can be rendered negligible in this scheme.
The coupling gaγγ that can be reached goes as (Bl) −1 , but at present LSW experiments have used one or two dipole magnets only. The maximal length of an LSW experiment depends on the aperture of the magnets and the laser beam divergence. This limits the ALPS II setup to a total length of about 200 m for example, which represents 20 HERA dipole magnets 5 . In the far future one could imagine magnet strings based on the dipoles under development at CERN (163, 164) offering a field of about 13 T with an aperture of about 100 mm if the high Tc superconducting inner part is removed (see JURA 6 in Table 1 ).
The next generation of laser-based LSW experiments like ALPS II will surpass present day limits on axion-like particles from astrophysics observation, and have the potential to probe a large fraction of the parameter space for axion-like particles as indicated by the cooling of stars or the abnormal high transparency of the universe for TeV photons. However, at present no concept exists on how to access the QCD axion with purely laboratory based experiments. Only once the axion mass is known from dark matter experiments for example, one could think of optimizing the sensitivity of LSW experiments accordingly (165). Figure 14 schematically represents the current limits on the photon coupling of axions and axion-like particles, and the projected extension of these results with ongoing upgrades within the next five years; companion Figures 7 and 8 summarize the reach of future NMR experiments for lower mass axions through their nucleon coupling. Along with experiments still in the conceptual or prototype phase, these constitute, for the first time, the emergence of a complete strategy to definitively answer the question of the existence of the axion, and its cosmological role, from the neV to meV mass range. It is interesting to note that it has been the mass coverage rate, not the sensitivity of all dark-matter axion searches that has been the limiting factor. If the mass were known virtually any microwave cavity experiment would be able to detect the axion, with sufficient integration time. In fact, if the axion were discovered, it would quickly become a senior undergraduate physics laboratory experiment. The heart of the issue with tuning high-Q experiments is that their exquisite sensitivity accrues as a trade-off for spectral bandwidth, thus necessitating tuning over a decade or more of mass.
Summary and Conclusions
The searches for axion-like particles based on axion-photon mixing in the relativistic limit, i.e. helioscope and 'light shining through walls' experiments have also achieved an impressive technical sophistication and are now poised for dramatic scale-up from earlier realizations. While their ultimate projections in gaγγ might only improve on the best astrophysical limits by an order of magnitude or so, these experiments are extremely important insofar as they have discovery potential for generalized pseudoscalars that may have no origin in Peccei-Quinn symmetry, and for which the microwave cavity experiments, etc. would be irrelevant.
The authors are hopeful, even optimistic the next major review will focus on the properties of the already-discovered axion, and the new field of axion astronomy and cosmology. 
